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Software licensing is a
contract that applies to the

use, modification,
distribution, or combination

of a computer program
with other computer

programs or computer
hardware. It specifies the
rights and restrictions of
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use for a particular
computer program or
computer hardware.

Licensing models Licensing
models can be categorized

as permissive and
restrictive, distinguished by

their underlying moral
philosophy. Permissive
licenses are based on

permission, allowing free
use. Restrictive licenses
limit usage to obtain a

license, for a fee or under
certain conditions. The

"free software" movement
of the 1980s and 1990s

made the concept of free
software to be opposed to
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proprietary software. The
non-permissive FSF Free
Software Definition and

Free Software Foundation
mission statement address
the fact that the goal is to
further human welfare, in

contrast with the profit
motive of proprietary
software. As such, the

distinction between
permissive and restrictive

licenses has become
blurred; as a matter of

principle, both are
considered proprietary, and
both have been criticized
for excluding potential

users. However, there are
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also areas where permissive
licenses are used. Software
that is described as "open
source" is licensed under

permissive license models.
Licensing techniques
Commercial software

products typically offer a
perpetual license, wherein
the user has the right to use

the software product
indefinitely (and license
subsequent users if they

wish). This license is often
referred to as the "right of
first sale", "no transferable
license", "agreement not to

sublicense", "non-
transferable license",
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"copyright transfer",
"copyright for all" or

"perpetual license". A less
common approach is a

limited license. This type of
license allows use of the

software by the user for a
period specified in the

license. If the user wants to
use the software beyond the

period, then he must
purchase a further license.
For example, Symantec's

Norton AntiVirus software
can be installed by a user

for free, but the user is not
able to use any part of the

software (including its
email detection and
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removal functions) for a
period of 30 days. If the

user wants to use the email
detection and removal
functions during this

period, he must pay for the
Norton Identity Protection
Service. Some operating

systems, such as
GNU/Linux, operate with
permissive licenses and

freely distributed software,
while other operating

systems, such as Windows,
operate with restrictive
licenses and proprietary

software. Licensing types
Permissive licensing is a
type of software license
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Shanpc website is the latest
Cracked For PC software
shipped worldwide with
Serial Key, Keygen and

fixes for all PC software.
The software works with

Microsoft Windows 95, 98
and ME operating systems.
The Shanpc website is a PC

hacking program that
comes with a key, keys and

free updates for all
software versions. Shanpc
is a new software designed
to hack and protect your

computer. The software is
brand new and has no
expiry date with free
updates. fffad4f19a
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